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Add the following statement to each question: “Support your answer with evi-
dence from both selections.”

What impact does the point of view have in “_____________________________” and  

“___________________________________”?

Do _________________ in “_______________________” and ______________________ in 

“____________________________” share a similar concern? 

How is _______________ in “__________________________” similar to ___________________ 

in “_____________________________”? 

What is one similarity between the actions of _________________ in “____________________” 

and the actions of ________________ in “_______________________”? 

Can ________________ in “_______________________” and ___________________ in 

“__________________________” be seen as intruders in these selections? Why or why not? 

Are ________________ in “_________________________” and ___________________ in  

“______________________________” supported by their family members? Why or why not? 

What do the narrators learn about their fathers/mothers/siblings/friends in 

“________________________” and “__________________________”?

Open-Ended Response Questions: Crossover 
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How does the idea of taking a risk apply to both “________________________________” and 

“______________________________________”?

How do the parents in “_______________________” and “____________________________” 

attempt to share their cultural heritage with their children?

Which of the siblings from “_______________________________” and “___________________

_____________” would you like to have as a brother or sister? Why?

How is the concept/idea of ___________________ important in both “____________________” 

and “____________________________”?

What is one characteristic shared by ___________________________ and  

___________________________? 

How is ___________________ an important theme in both “_____________________” and 

“__________________________”?

(character from literary passage)

 (character from expository passage)

Open-Ended Response Questions: Crossover (continued)
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